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The thermal conductivity κ of the heavy-fermion metal CeCoIn5 was measured in the normal and
superconducting states as a function of temperature T and magnetic field H, for a current and field parallel
to the [100] direction. Inside the superconducting state, when the field is lower than the upper critical field
H c2 , κ=T is found to increase as T → 0, just as in a metal and in contrast to the behavior of all known
superconductors. This is due to unpaired electrons on part of the Fermi surface, which dominate the
transport above a certain field. The evolution of κ=T with field reveals that the electron-electron scattering
(or transport mass m⋆ ) of those unpaired electrons diverges as H → H c2 from below, in the same way that it
does in the normal state as H → Hc2 from above. This shows that the unpaired electrons sense the
proximity of the field-tuned quantum critical point of CeCoIn5 at H⋆ ¼ Hc2 even from inside the
superconducting state. The fact that the quantum critical scattering of the unpaired electrons is much
weaker than the average scattering of all electrons in the normal state reveals a k-space correlation between
the strength of pairing and the strength of scattering, pointing to a common mechanism, presumably
antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.016601

With the discovery of iron-based superconductors [1],
the interplay of magnetism and superconductivity has
become an increasingly important topic of condensed
matter physics. The archetypal evidence of magnetically
mediated superconductivity in the heavy-fermion metal
CeIn3 [2] linked unconventional Cooper pairing with
magnetic fluctuations emanating from a quantum critical
point (QCP), a scenario widely believed to explain the
common appearance of superconductivity in the vicinity
of antiferromagnetic order in heavy fermion, organic,
pnictide, and cuprate families of superconductors [3].
The heavy-fermion superconductor CeCoIn5 [4] continues to receive considerable attention [5–8]. Low-temperature
transport [9,10] and specific heat [11] studies have revealed
a magnetic field-tuned QCP, with a critical field H ⋆ that
anomalously coincides with Hc2 , the upper critical field
for superconductivity. The pinning of H ⋆ to H c2 was
subsequently shown to hold regardless of field orientation
[12] or suppression of the superconducting state by impurities [13], suggesting a novel form of quantum criticality
closely linked with the superconducting state. Recent work
has revealed other examples of systems that appear to have a
field-tuned QCP pinned to Hc2 , including cuprates [14,15]
and iron pnictides [16].
The presence of similar critical behavior in the ordered
antiferromagnet CeRhIn5 under pressure [17] strongly
suggests that the QCP for H∥c configuration in CeCoIn5
0031-9007=16=117(1)=016601(6)

is also magnetic in nature, although magnetic order was not
observed in muon spin rotation [18] or neutron scattering
measurements [19]. For H∥ab, neutron scattering [20,21]
and nuclear magnetic resonance [22] measurements have
found field-induced antiferromagnetism in the vicinity of
Hc2 suggesting magnetism grows gradually with increasing
field [23,24]. However, the relation between quantum
criticality and superconductivity in CeCoIn5 remains elusive, in particular due to the strong first-order character of
Hc2 below T ≃ 1 K [25], making a connection between
Hc2 and H⋆ unlikely. This raises the fundamental question
of whether the fluctuations associated with the field-tuned
QCP in CeCoIn5 are in any way present in the superconducting state and involved in the pairing.
In this Letter, we show that quasiparticle heat transport
in the superconducting state of CeCoIn5 reflects the same
quantum critical behavior that characterizes transport in the
normal state. This observation provides us with an opportunity to study the field-tuned QCP from both below and
above H c2 . We find a similarly rapid increase of the
quasiparticle mass on tuning to Hc2 from either side,
consistent with the existence of a singular and continuous
critical point, despite the first-order transition. We also find
a tenfold decrease in the inelastic scattering strength upon
crossing H⋆ into the superconducting state, proving a direct
link between scattering and pairing, as the Fermi-surface
regions of strongest scattering are also those that are most
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strongly gapped. We therefore infer that the antiferromagnetic fluctuations associated with the QCP in CeCoIn5 are
also involved in the pairing.
High-quality single crystals of CeCoIn5 and CeIrIn5 were
grown by the self-flux method [4], with superconducting
transition temperatures T c ¼ 2.3 K and 0.4 K, respectively.
Platelet-shaped samples with typical dimensions ∼2 × 0.2 ×
0.05 mm3 were prepared for transport measurements along
the [100] direction, using the same four-wire contacts for
both electrical and thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity was measured with a one-heater, two-thermometer
steady-state technique and in situ thermometer calibration
in high fields, using low-resistance indium solder contacts
to avoid electron-phonon decoupling effects at low temperatures [26,27], and heat currents applied along the [100]
crystallographic direction and magnetic field along either
[001] or [100], to within 1° alignment.
In Fig. 1, the electronic thermal conductivity κ=T of
CeCoIn5 is presented for magnetic fields up to 17 T applied
along the heat current (H∥a), covering the superconducting
state below Hc2 ¼ 12 T and the normal state above Hc2 .
There are two unusual features of CeCoIn5 that must
be born in mind. First, CeCoIn5 is an extreme multiband
superconductor [28], in the sense that a tiny magnetic field
(of order 10 mT [29]) kills superconductivity on part of the
Fermi surface, so that some of the carriers behave like
normal-state quasiparticles even deep inside the superconducting state. These unpaired (uncondensed, ungapped)
electrons dominate the thermal conductivity in the T ¼ 0
limit, and 90% of the residual linear term κ=T at T → 0 is
due to them, with only some 10% coming from nodal
quasiparticles [28]. At intermediate temperatures, nodal
quasiparticles become thermally excited and cause a peak
in κ=T vs T [Fig. 1(a)]. However, applying a magnetic field
introduces vortices that scatter these nodal quasiparticles and
suppress their contribution to κ at all temperatures. As a
result, for H > 4 T, κðTÞ is purely metalliclike, completely
dominated by the unpaired electrons. Indeed, as seen in
Fig. 1(b), all curves with 4 T < H < H c2 show Fermi-liquid
behavior at low temperatures. Second, the transition out of
the vortex state, from H < Hc2 to H > Hc2 , is a pronounced
first-order transition [25]. This is readily seen in a field
sweep at low temperature, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b),
where κðHÞ undergoes a sudden jump at Hc2 ¼ 12 T.
These two unique features are contrasted with the
conventional behavior observed in the closely related
superconductor CeIrIn5, which unlike CeCoIn5 has no
field-tuned QCP [30], no small gap on part of its Fermi
surface (hence no unpaired electrons at low field), and
no first-order transition. In Fig. 2(a), we show the thermal
conductivity of CeIrIn5 , plotted as κ=T vs T [31,32].
As in CeCoIn5 , the thermal conductivity of CeIrIn5 is
purely electronic, with negligible phonon contribution
[10,27,30–33]. In the normal state, when H ¼ Hc2 ¼
0.5 T or greater, κ=T has the standard dependence
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FIG. 1. In-plane thermal conductivity of CeCoIn5 for H∥a,
plotted as κ=T vs T. (a) For H < 5 T, as indicated. (b) For
5 T < H < H c2 , as indicated. Inset: field dependence of κ=T
at T ¼ 70 mK, showing the sharp first-order transition at
Hc2 ¼ 12 T. The transition is also detected as a function of
temperature, in the data at H ¼ 11.5 T (red arrow, main panel).
(c) For H > Hc2, in the normal state. The blue dashed lines in
panels (b) and (c) are a fit of the data at H ¼ 10 T and
H ¼ 17 T, respectively, to the Fermi-liquid expression,
κ=T ¼ L0 =ðw0 þ BT 2 Þ, where L0 ≡ ðπ 2 =3ÞðkB =eÞ2 .

of a Fermi liquid, namely a thermal resistivity
w ≡ L0 T=κ ¼ w0 þ BT 2 , where L0 ≡ ðπ 2 =3ÞðkB =eÞ2 . At
H ¼ 0, κ=T drops below T c, and decreases monotonically
to reach a nonzero residual value at T ¼ 0 [31,32], the
signature of nodes in the superconducting gap [34]. The
drop is simply due to a loss of thermally excited quasiparticles [35]. It is in part compensated by a concomitant
loss of electron-electron inelastic scattering, but in CeIrIn5 ,
this compensating effect is small, since the strength of
inelastic scattering at T c is only of the order of the elastic
scattering, i.e., BT 2c ≃ w0 [30–32]. At intermediate fields
(0 < H < Hc2 ), κ=T continues to drop as T → 0 [Fig. 2(a)],
again due to a loss of quasiparticle density. The magnetic
field also excites quasiparticles [36], in particular, nodal
quasiparticles at T ¼ 0, and hence increases κ=T [34].
As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the normal state
inelastic scattering in CeCoIn5 is completely different,
and extremely strong, especially near the QCP in each
field orientation (5 T for H∥c and 12 T for H∥a). For H∥a
[Fig. 2(b)], κ=T undergoes a tenfold drop between T ¼ 0
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FIG. 2. (a) Thermal conductivity of CeIrIn5 , plotted as κ=T vs
T, for different values of the magnetic field as indicated, for H∥c.
For H ¼ H c2 (0.5 T), κ=T ¼ L0 =ðw0 þ BT 2 Þ, as expected of a
Fermi liquid (dotted line). For H < H c2 (0.2 and 0.4 T), κ=T
decreases monotonically as T → 0, as found in most superconductors. (b) Thermal conductivity of CeCoIn5 in the superconducting (blue, H ¼ 11.5 T) and normal (red, H ¼ 13 T)
states, for H∥a. In the normal state, κ=T rises rapidly as
T → 0, a signature of the QCP at H⋆ ¼ 12 T, with a Fermiliquid regime observed only below 0.2 K. In the superconducting
state, κ=T rises as T → 0, in stark contrast to the conventional
behavior of CeIrIn5 . The conductivity mimics the behavior
of the normal state, showing that quantum criticality persists
below Hc2. The dotted line shows a fit to the Fermi-liquid
function L0 =ðw0 þ BT 2 Þ. (c) Same as panel (b), but for H∥c,
where H⋆ ¼ 5 T.

and T ¼ 0.6 K, in the normal state at H ¼ 13 T. In the
superconducting state at H ¼ 0 [Fig. 1(a)], κ=T rises
rapidly upon cooling below T c [28,37], because initially
the loss of inelastic scattering more than compensates for
the loss of quasiparticles. But eventually, at low temperature, κ=T falls because of the decreasing quasiparticle
density.
The resulting peak in κ=T vs T below T c is rapidly
suppressed by a magnetic field [Fig. 1(a)]. Above a certain
field, namely when H > 4 T for H∥a, the fall at low
temperature is no longer observed (Fig. 1). As seen in
Fig. 2(b), at H ¼ 11.5 T < Hc2 , κ=T shows no drop
whatsoever as T → 0, but rather exhibits the same T
dependence as the normal state, namely a Fermi-liquid
behavior below 0.2 K, where κ=T ¼ L0 =ðw0 þ BT 2 Þ. This
means that the heat carriers are not thermally excited, but
simply unpaired (not gapped). Thanks to those unpaired
electrons, the normal-state behavior of at least part of the
Fermi surface can be studied inside the superconducting
state, below the field-tuned QCP at H⋆ .
We demonstrate this by plotting the thermal resistivity
wðTÞ in Fig. 3 both above and below Hc2, which is well
described in the T → 0 limit by the standard Fermi-liquid
behavior, wðTÞ ¼ w0 þ BT 2 , with residual elastic scattering term w0 and inelastic electron-electron scattering
strength B. Note that the extent of the T 2 regime, ending
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FIG. 3. In-plane thermal resistivity of CeCoIn5 , defined as
w ≡ L0 T=κ and plotted vs T 2 , for H∥a. (a) For H > Hc2, in the
normal state. (b) For H < Hc2, in the superconducting state. The
solid lines are a fit of the data to the Fermi-liquid expression
wðTÞ ¼ w0 þ BT 2 , where w0 is the residual resistivity due to
elastic scattering and B is the strength of the inelastic electronelectron scattering. The fits are limited to an interval between
T ¼ 0 and T ¼ T FL (arrow). The fit parameters w0 , B, and T FL
are plotted in Fig. 4.

at T ¼ T FL , changes as a function of field. In Fig. 4, we plot
w0 , B, and T FL vs H.
Let us first discuss the normal state, for H > Hc2.
In Fermi-liquid theory, the Wiedemann-Franz law requires
that w0 ¼ ρ0 (as observed [10]), and the T 2 coefficient in
wðTÞ is proportional to the coefficient A in the electrical
resistivity ρðTÞ ¼ ρ0 þ AT 2, and typically B ≃ 2A [38].
Both A and B are related to the effective mass of the
electrons, and A ∼ B ∼ ðm Þ2 . The rapid rise of B on
approaching H⋆ from above (Fig. 4) is a signature of
the field-tuned QCP, analogous to the rise of the A
coefficient of the resistivity for H∥a [12]. [Note, that
AðHÞ dependence in our measurements matches very well
with previous studies [12].] In the local quantum criticality
model, where fluctuations affect the entire Fermi surface
[39], this rise is expected to follow ðH − Hc Þ−1. For the
spin-density wave scenario with only hot spot fluctuations,
the field dependence becomes milder [40,41]. The same
parallel rise of A and B was previously reported for
CeCoIn5 in configuration H∥c [10]. Nevertheless, the
AðHÞ [and similarly BðHÞ] dependence does not follow
the expectation of any theory, with specific heat, γðTÞ ≡
C=T revealing the downward deviation from logarithmic
divergence and simultaneous directional Wiedemann-Franz
law violation for H < 8 T [11,27]. The fact that the
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FIG. 4. Parameters obtained from a fit of the thermal
resistivity wðTÞ of CeCoIn5 to the Fermi-liquid expression
wðTÞ ¼ w0 þ BT 2 , as a function of magnetic field (H∥a).
The same fitting procedure, shown in Fig. 3, is applied above
Hc2 ¼ 12 T (vertical dashed line) and below H c2. (a) Parameters
w0 (blue triangles, left axis), the residual thermal resistivity due to
elastic scattering, and B (red circles, right axis), due to inelastic
electron-electron scattering, for both H < Hc2 (full symbols) and
H > Hc2 (open symbols). (b) Temperature T FL (black squares,
left axis), the upper limit of the fitting interval (see Fig. 3). Ratio
B=w0 (red diamonds, right axis), a measure of the strength of
inelastic electron-electron scattering relative to the strength of
elastic scattering, for both H < Hc2 (full diamonds) and H > Hc2
(open diamonds). We see that B=w0 undergoes a tenfold drop
upon entry into the superconducting state. All lines are a guide to
the eye.

residual resistivity w0 is independent of H (Fig. 4) simply
means that there is negligible magnetoresistance, not
surprisingly given the longitudinal configuration where
current and field are parallel.
Let us now turn to the superconducting state, with
H < Hc2 . The fact that w0 is still nearly independent of
H [Fig. 4(a)] is consistent with our interpretation that heat
transport below H c2 is dominated by unpaired electrons
with metalliclike behavior, again with negligible magnetoresistance, at least for H > 4 T. This is to be compared with
the classic multiband superconductor MgB2, where a
moderate in-plane field easily kills superconductivity on
the small-gap quasi-3D π Fermi surface, driving it into a
gapless regime [42], but has little effect in exciting
quasiparticles on the large-gap quasi-2D σ Fermi surface
[43]. As a result, for H⊥c, κ=T vs H is nearly independent
of H above ∼H c2 =10 and entirely due to the unpaired
electrons on the π surface for a wide range of fields. In other
words, just as in CeCoIn5 , the unpaired electrons in MgB2
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completely dominate κ inside the superconducting state and
allow one to probe the metallic state below Hc2.
For CeCoIn5, this means we can directly study the
inelastic scattering of unpaired electrons below Hc2 : the
fact that B rises rapidly upon approaching Hc2 from below
[Fig. 4(a)] provides direct evidence for the continuous
nature of the field-tuned QCP in CeCoIn5 , confirming that
it survives the first-order superconducting transition. The
unpaired electrons in the superconducting state clearly
sense the presence of a QCP at H ¼ H⋆ , with
H⋆ ≃ Hc2 , reminiscent of the mass divergence observed
inside the superconducting state in BaFe2 ðAs1−x Px Þ2 on
both sides of the antiferromagnetic QCP [44].
To compare the strength of inelastic scattering on either
side of H⋆ , we must first account for the large drop in
carrier density as H crosses below Hc2. A measure of this is
provided by w0, which is constant on either side of Hc2 , but
a factor of 6 larger below Hc2 [Fig. 4(a)]. We infer that the
carrier density (or spectral weight) of the unpaired electrons
below Hc2 is 6 times lower than that of the full Fermi
surface above H c2 . To provide a meaningful measure of the
strength of inelastic scattering, we therefore plot the ratio
B=w0 in Fig. 4(b), which drops abruptly by a factor 10 upon
crossing below Hc2. In other words, the unpaired electrons
that prevail in the superconducting state experience a
scattering that is ten times weaker than the average electron
in the normal state just above H c2 . This reveals a powerful
correlation between scattering and pairing: those regions of
the Fermi surface that experience a dramatically weaker
inelastic scattering are the same that end up having the
smallest gap, suggesting that heaviest carriers belonging to
α and β sheets of the Fermi surface [45,46] are most
important for superconductivity, in accordance with the
conclusion from STS measurements [5].
In summary, a continuous divergence exists in the
electron-electron scattering of unpaired quasiparticles in
CeCoIn5 upon approach to the field-tuned QCP from both
above and below the critical field, and the amplitude of
critical scattering is strongly suppressed in the superconducting state. We conclude that the fluctuations associated with the QCP are responsible not only for scattering
the electrons above and below Hc2, but also for pairing
these electrons, in what must be a strongly k-dependent
fashion. This is reminiscent of the correlation between
quantum critical scattering and pairing reported in organic
[47], pnictide [47], and cuprate superconductors [3,48],
whereby the strength of the linear-T resistivity scales with
T c . Moreover, in the single-band overdoped cuprate
Tl-2201, the inelastic scattering was shown to be strongest
in the same k-space regions where the d-wave gap is
maximal [49]. Similar ideas are discussed recently in
relation to all unconventional superconductors [50,51].
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